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CHAPT ER I
INTRODU CTION
Reason for Undertaking the Study
The growing percentage· of type set by the "cold type" process
combined with the growth of lithographi� printing has increased
the use of filmed typefaces.

Machines now exist that can greatly

reduce or enlarge a filmed typeface from its original size.

A prism

attachment on a process camera allows type to be altered in one
dimension while holding the other constant.

The effects on readability

of such alterations are of importance to the printer •
In a master's degree thesis study, Joseph W. Truex used a prism
camera to simultaneously and direct! y vary line length and a_lphabet
length.

He found no significant retardation in speed of reading when

type was reduced to 85. 5 per cent of a control form, but a 79. 1 per
· cent reduction did significantly retard speed of reading. I

In the

Truex study, however, differences could be attributed to lack of
line-length control.

This assumption finds support in a study by

l Joseph w. Truex, "A Study of Reading Times and Reader
Preference When Line Length and Alphabet Length are Simultaneously
and Directly Varied, " Unpublished M.S. Thesis, South Dakota Stat_e
University, 1966.

2

Paterson and Tinker which found reading to be less ef ficient in very

long and very short lines compared t� an optimum 19-pica line. 2
It is the purpose of this study to investigate the eye

movements o f subjects who have read printed matter that has been
altered prismatically, holding line length and x-height constant and
varying only the alphabet le�gth.

Paterson and Tinker's optimum

line length will be used with a 9-point type, leaded 2 points.

The

x-height o f a typeface, expressed in points, is the verticle measure
ment from top o f ascenders to bottom o f descenders.

Alphabet length

is the measure o f a ll the letters o f the alphabet set side by side.
Review o f� Literature
E ar ly studies

of

reader preference, readability, and legibility

o f type were done by psychologists who were interested in the teaching
o f reading and the functional and attitudinal aspects o f the reader.
John Biggs wrote o f the contributions o f early experimenters:
In general the investigations o f scientists and oculists
have only endorsed by experiment the principles evolved
intuitively by type designers and typographers throughout
the centuries. 3
Methods to determine how type size, leading, line length, and
type form influence the ease, speed and comprehension with which type
is read include speed-of-reading tests, eye-blink rates, threshold
2 D. G. Paterson and M. A. Tinker, "In fluence o f Line Width
on Eye Movements, " Journal of Experimental Psychology, 27 (November,
1940), pp. 572-77.

3 John c. Biggs, filJ. Approach to� (New York:
& Cudahy, 1952), P• 23.

Pellegrini

3

of preception, heart-rate, skin galvanometer, luminosity, illumina
tion, and glare to list a few.
In a study concerning type size and leading, Hovde found that
readers prefer larger typefaces, 12 and 14-point, and with leading;
reader opinions were not substantiated by experiments, readers
performed better with smaller, 9 and IO-point types.4

Studies

conducted by Tinker and Paterson using the speed-of-reading technique
to determine the influences that type size, width or length of line,
and leading have on readability show that 7, 8, and 9-point types
were read faster with 2-point leading.5

Luckiesh and Moss found, in

their study of leading, that although speed-of-reading failed to
· show significant differences, the blink-rate technique did. 6

In

efforts to debunk blink frequencies, Tinker did a study of newspaper
and book print, concluding that the blink-rate was an invalid measure
of ease-of-seeing. 7
Studies of line length or width and subsequent influence on
ease-of-reading show line length to be a factor to consider.

In

4 H. T. Hovde, "The Relative Effect of Size of Type, Leading
and Context, Part II," Journal of Applied Psychology, 14 (February,
1930), pp. 63-73.
5 M. A. Tinker, and D. G. Paterson, "Influence of Simultaneous
Variation in Size of Type, Width of Line, and Leading for Newspaper
Type," Journal .Qf Applied Psychology, 23 (December, 1950), p. 68.
6 M. Luckiesh and F. K. Moss, "Effects of Leading on
Readabili't,y, 0 Journal of Applied Ps.ychologv. 22 (April, 1938), P• 140.
7 M. A. Tinker, "Readability of Book Print and_ Newsprint
in Terms of Blink- Rate," Journal of Educational Psychology, 39
(January, 194�), pp. 35-39.

4

their study of line-length effect on readability using blink-rate,
eye-movement, and speed-of-reading, Luckiesh and Moss found an
increase in readability as line length was increased from 13 to

21 picas in a 10-point text type. 8 These investigators preferred
the blink-rate as a more valid technique.
Means of collecting da�a are dependent upon the personal
preferences of the investigator.

In choosing a method or considering

results arrived at by a method, consideration of the possibility of
intervening variables must be taken into account.

It seems that

control is the most important aspect of a method.

With the bl ink

rate technique, subjects have positive control of the eyelids part
of the time.

It is conceivable that a subject could vary eye-blinks

at will or find the recording apparatus a source of irritation, thus
causing fluctuations in results. Subjects tested by speed-of-reading
can vary results by reading slowly or glancing quickly at the print,
not reading at all. Comprehension tests and work-time tests such
_as the Chapman-Cook test and Tinker's speed-of-reading test have been
designed and proved to give valid results with the speed-of-reading
technique. Subjects can bring almost no willful variance into the
measurements when eye-movement photography is used.

The eyeball

movements are reflexive and resulting data will show exactly what
the subject's eyes did while reading.
8 M. Luckiesh and F. K. Moss, ''The Effect of Line Length
on Readability, " Journal .s2.f. Apelied Psychology, 25 (February, 1941),
pp. 67-75.
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Dearborn, in a study using only the eye-movement technique,
found that short lines required more fixations with a smaller attention
span and shorter pause durations than did similar material in longer
lines. 9

Luckiesh and Moss found the number of characters recognized

in a "typica l fixation to be independent of type size and line

length. lO Paterson and Tinke_r, in their study of "Influence of Line

Width on Eye Movement, " found less efficient reading with very short
lines ( 9 picas) and very long lines (43 picas) compared to an "optimum"
19-pica line.

Difficulty in reading the short line was attributed

to lack of "maximum use of horizontal perceptual cues" and in the
long line to "inaccuracy in relocating the beginning of each new

·1ine. "ll Investigators agree that there is an interaction between
•'

line length and leading on relative readability of t· ype.
One other factor, type size, may be examined.

Paterson and

Tinker found eye-movement patterns were adversely affected with
excessively small (6-point) type.

Ten-point type was read more

efficiently than 6-point or 14-point.

With the 14-point type,

"reduced efficiency was primarily due to the increased amount of

printing area to be covered in reading a given amount of text. "12
9 w. F . Dearborn, "The Psychology of Reading: Chapter XII.
The Length of Text-lines and Motor Habits, " Archives of Philosophy,
Psychology and Scientific Methods, 4. (March, 1906), p. 8.

10 M. Luckiesh and F. K. Moss, "The Extent of the Perceptual
Span in Reading," Journal of General Psychology, 25 (October, 1941),
p. 267.
11

Paterson and Tinker, p. 577.

12 o. G. Paterson and M. A. Tinker, "Influence of Si"ze of Type
on Eye Movements, " Journal of Applied Psychology� 26 (Apri l, 1 9 42),
P• 227.
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Green found that different type sizes produced no differences
in speed-of-reading, but he found a 3. 3 per cent increase in speed of
leaded samples over those set solid. 13 Paterson and Tinker studied

eye-movements of subjects having read 6, 8, and 11-point type in
optimal line lengths.

They found a significant increase in fix

ation frequency, pause duration a nd perception time in 8 versus
11-point type.

A significant increase in pause duration and per

ception time was found with 6 versus u·-point type. 1 4

Paterson and Tinker, in a study of seven frequently mentioned
type faces, Scotch Roman, Garamond, Antique, Bodoni, Old Style,
Casion Old Style, and Cheltenham, added three radically different
faces,

Kabel Light (a sans serif type), American Typewriter, and

Cloister Black (Old English).

Conclusions from the study indicated

no difference in legibility except where a marked difference appeared
such as in Cloister Black and American Typewriter� 15
It may be concluded from the above review that:

(1) Line

length or width adversely affects ease and speed of reading when there
is a deviation from "optimum" length; (2) leading is required to
13 E. B. Greene, "The Legibility of Typewritten Material,"
Journal .Q.f Applied Psychology, 17 (December, 1933), p. 713.

14 o. G. Paterson and M. A. Tinker, "Eye Movements in Reading
Type Sizes in Optimal Line Widths," Journal of Educational Psychology,
34 (December, 1943), p. 547.
1 5 o. G. Paterson and M. A • . Tinker, "Studies of Typographical
Factors Influencing Speed of Reading: x. Style of T_ ype Face,"
Journal .Qf Applied Psychology, 16 (December, 1932), P• 605.
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insure efficient reading of a type form; (3) type size is a
contributory factor when considering ease and speed of reading;
(4) there is more than one valid method of testing for readability
and; (5) that investigators generally agree on the above factors.
It is hoped this study will shed light on the problem
encountered when a typeface is photographically reduced.

It may be

hypothesized that because of the constant factor of the span of
perception,. more characters will be read with each fixation pause
thus increasing speed-of reading when x-height and line length are
held constant and alphabet length is reduced.

This study should add

to prior discussion of influential type arrangements by contributing
data toward this end.

8

CHAPTER II
METHODa..OGY
Reading Form Construction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the differences
in eye-movement patterns when alphabet length was prismatically
altered in an optimal 19-pica line length with x-height held constant.
Suitable reading material, consisting of four short paragraphs
developed especially for eye-movement studies and equated by Flesch
Reading Ease Formula by Educational Developmental Laboratories, Inc.,
Huntington, N.Y., was chosen for this study.

(Appendix A)

Jaggars-Chiles-Stovall, Inc. , Dallas, Texas, was contracted to
set the type and prismatically alter the copy as follows:

(1) Each

story was set in a modern Roman typeface, 9-point, leaded 2-points on
a 19-pica line (control form); (2) each story was set in a 20-pica line
·for a 1-pica gradation at 95 per cent of. the control form, 2 1-pica line
for a 2-pica gradation at 90.47 per cent of control form, 22 pica line
for a 3-pica gradation at 86.83 per cent of control form to compensate
for the shrinkage in altering alphabet length and to maintain 19-pica
line length.
The type was then pasted up in camera-ready copy in four-up
positions-to maintain the same reduction factor for each copy.
results were 16 forms which allowed random order in reading.

The
The

9

forms were printed on white, 65 pound cover stock in the printing
laboratory at South Dakota State University.

(Appendix B)

TA BLE I
DIME NSIO NS OF FORMS AFTER TREATME N T

Form
Width
in Points
Form
Depth
in Points

Form A

Form B

Form C

Form D

2 18

218

2 18

2 18

110

HO

110

110

Any miniscule difference in forms could be attributed to
different degrees of contracting or expanding of the film.
Sample Used

in

Study

Subjects were college students presenting themselves as
volunteers for the study.
and classification.

Table 2 shows the number of participants

Because of the nature of selection, these

subjects are not to be considered a random sample representative
of any population including South Dakota State University students.
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TABLE 2
NUMBER AND CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENT S UBJECTS
Freshmen

S oph om ores Juni ors

Seni ors

Graduates

Male (21) ·

5

2

6

4

4

Female (20)

6

2

7

4

1

11

4

13

8

5

Total_ (41)

Descripti on of Eye-M ovement Camera
The eye-m ovement camera is, as the name suggests, a t o ol f or
ph ot ographing eye movements as an individual reads.

It c onsists of

tw o telesc oping lenses t o be f ocused on the eyes of an individual
when in reading p ositi on.

Reading p ositi on places the subject's head

in p ositi on before a card h older (capable of handling 3x5 cards)
which is lighted by a lamp shielded fr om subject's eyes.

Tw o lights

- are situated at appr oximately 45 degree angles on either side of
subject's eyes.

These lights are s oft gl owing and pr oduce a c orneal

reflection, a point source of reflected light which is f ocused by the
telescoping lenses on m oving 35mm film in a film carrier bel ow field
of-visi on.
It is most imp ortant that the subject keep his head still in
order t o keep the reflecti ons fr om the c orneas of his eyes f ocused
on the film, because these pinp oints of light reveal each m ovement
of the eye when the subject is reading.

11

Common eye-movements recorded are:

(1) Fixations or eye

stops; (2) regressions or reverse movements back along the line just
read; (3) span of recognition or the average number of words or picas
or parts of words or picas perceived for each eye-stop; (4) duration
of fixation.

Number of regressions, fixations, durations of

fixation, and average span of recognition in comparison will give
relative difficulty of reading forms.
Administration of� Reading Forms and Questionnaire
The purpose of the study was briefly outlined to each
participant before administering the tests.
used, in order to avoid biasing results.

The word ''test" was not

Subjects were asked to

read at their normal reading speed and to read for retention. They
were told that questions would be asked at the end of the experiment

in hopes this would encourage reading for retention.

Data reflected

in Table 2 were obtained at experiment's end.
Subjects were properly positioned for reading, lenses properly
· focused, card placed on holder, and instruction given to begin
reading.

Subjects indicated verbally when they finished reading, at

which time the next card was presented for reading until the series
was completed.

The middle eight lines were considered for analysis,

to compensate for irregular beginnings and endings.

After the

questionnaire was completed, a more detailed explanation of the study
was given ·to subjects.
Analysis of variance was used to determine differences between
control for m and altered forms.

(Appendix C)

12
The sample, although not a random sample o f students at
South Dakota State University, is part of a larger reading population
of mature readers.

It probably represents a cross section of mature

readers found in the general reading public.

Any results shown may

be caut iously general ized to be representative of mature readers.
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CHAPTER I I I
F INDINGS
Treatment of the Data
Data collected consists of fixations, regressions, pause
duration and span of recognit ion for four forms, A (control), B,
C, and D. Analysis of variance was used to determine if a significant
d ifference existed among the several means for fixations and regres
sions.
It was determ ined that a sign ificant difference d id exist
among the means of data collected for fixations.

Table 3 shows the

statistical treatment of data • .
TABLE 3
ANALYS IS OF V ARIANCE OF F IXATIONS
df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F

3

3,642.59

1, 214.20

2.26**

W ithin Means

160

27,687.80

173.05

Total

163

31, 330.39

Source
Among Means

**

Signi ficant at the .01 level.
The four means yield six combinations.

statistical treatment of these combinations.

Tables

4

to 9 show

2 4 9 O 8 6 SOUTH DAKOTA STAT,E Ui!IVERSIIT· LIBR.1\RY
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TABLE 4
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FIXAT IONS BETWEEN FORMS A AND B
Source

df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

.E
2.16

Among Means

1

399.62

399. 62

Within Means

80

-14, 809.27

185.12

Totals

81

15,208�89

TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FIXAT IONS BETIVEEN FORMS A AND C
Source

df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

.E
4.18*

Among Means

1

799.22

799.22

Within Means

80

15,296.83

191.21

Total

81

16,096.05

* Significant

at the • 05 level
TA BLE 6

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF FIXA TIONS BETWEEN FORMS A AND D
Source

df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

1

3, 334"65

3, 334.65

W ithin Means

80

11, 280.24

141.00

Total

81

14, 614.89

Among Means

***

Significant at the .001· level

F
23. 65*iHf-
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TAB LE 7
ANA LYSI S OF VARIANCE O F FI XATIO NS BE TWEEN FORMS B AND C
Source

df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F
1.21

1

249.38

249.38

Within Means

80

i6,407.56

205.09

lotal

81

16,656.94

Among Means

TAB LE 8
ANAL Y S IS OF VAR IAN CE OF FIXATIONS B ET WEEN F ORMS B AND D
Source

df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Among Means

1

2,743.46

2,743.46

Within Means

80

12,390.98

154.89

Total

81

15,134.44

-tHf*

F

17.?liHHI-

Significant at the .001 level

TABLE 9
ANALY S IS OF VARIANCE OF FIXATIONS BETWEEN FORMS C AND D
Source

df

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

1

2,441.76

2,441.76

Within Means

80

12,634.64

159.93

Total

81

15,076.40

Among Means

***

Significant at the

.001

level

F
15.39***
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The highest level of significance obtained was between forms
A and D which represents a great difference in number of fixations
required to read form D when compared to form A.

This indicates that

subjects needed to take more care in reading form D.
The next greatest difference in number of fixations was
between forms B and

o.

Form

a,

which is 95 per cent of control

form A, did not require a significan�ly_greater number of fixations
than form A.
No significant difference was found between the readings of

c.

forms B and

The lowest F-score was obtained with this comparison.

Printers who use cold-type processes and reduce typefaces to
meet requirements of work might find this study helpful.

In regular

reductions, all dimensions are reduced equally, producing a shrinkage
of the vertical strokes that prismatic alterations used in this study
produced.

Reduction of x-height and line length have been proven in

numerous studies to retard ease-of-reading.

It would seem that

where the most legible situation is desired, a reduction to 90.47 per
cent of original size in 9-point type would be the maximum possible
to still retain ease-of-reading.
Regressions, or the rereading of lines, indicate a difficulty
in reading related to legibility.

In this study, however, analysis

of variance produced no significant difference among the means of th�
four group�.

Table 10 shows the statistical treatment of these data.

17

TABLE .10
ANALYSIS OF VARI AN CE AMONG MEANS FOR REGRESSIONS
df

Source
Among Means

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

3

86.36

28.78

Within Group

160

4,972.�4

31.08

Total

163

5 ,058.70

F

TABLE 11
M EAN N UMB ER OF REGRESS IONS OF SUBJECTS

Mean

Form A

Form B

For.m C

5.54

5.56

7.02

Form D
6.98

The mean for duration of fixation did not vary more than .02
seconds per fixation among groups and the mean for span of recognition
did not vary more than . 03 picas per fixation among groups.
12 shows the means for this data.

Table

18

TABLE 12
MEA NS FOR SPAN OF RECOGNITIO N A ND DURAT ION OF F IXAT ION

Duration of fixation in seconds per fixation:
Mean

A

B

C

D

. 29

. 30

.28

.29

.70

.73

.70

.70

Span of Recognition in picas per fixation:
Mean

The duration of a fixation is the amount of time elapsed for
subject to comprehend what he is reading at that moment.

Closeness

of the means among the groups would seem to point, again, to the
deduction that greater care in reading was necessary to comprehend
reading material resulting only in a greater number of fixations for
each line read.
Researchers have found that average span of recognition changes
·very little in a mature reader even when - reading very difficult
material or very easy materiaI. 16

This is shown in the closeness

of the mean of the span of recognition.
Variance of analysis among means of groups for speed-of
reading indicated no significant difference exist between control
16 ·D. G. Paterson and M. A. Tinker, "The .Effect of Typography
Upon the Perceptual Span in Reading," A merican Journal of Psychology,
60 {July, 1947), p. 388.
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f orm and altered f orms when read.

Tables 13 and 14 sh ow statistical

treatment of data c ollected fr om speed- o f-reading.
TABLE 13
ANALYS IS OF VAR IANCE AMONG MEANS FOR SPEE D-OF- READ ING
df

S ource

Sum of_ Squares

Mean Square

3

2,462. 68

8 20. 89

Within Gr oup

160

1,771,583. 54

11,072. 40

T otal

163

1,774,046. 22

Am ong Means

F
. 074

TABLE 14
MEAN NUMBER OF WORDS PER M INUTE

Mean

F orm A

F orm B

F orm C

Form D

293.49

290. 85

294. 98

301.37

In the Truex study, it was f ound that a reducti on t o 85. 5
per cent of original pr oduced a slightly faster mean reading speed
than the reducti on t o 92.4 per cent •. Findings in the data ab ove
sh ow an increase f or 90.47 per cent in f orm C and 86. 83 per cent
in f orm D over a 95 per cent reducti on. in f orm B.

An increas� of

20

form D reading speed over form C is in keeping with the Truex
study.

These data can not be relied upon because o f lack o f

significant di f ferences. Any di f ferences may be due to sample
fluctuation used to gather data.

21

CHAPTER IV

CO N CLUSIONS
Impl icat ions
Subjects participating in this study are not purported to be
representative o f South Dakota State University students but they are
mature readers.

It would seem feasible to say they are representat ive

o f a reading public that, in an a ffluent society is continually
bombarded with a great variety o f reading material set in a great
variety o f type faces and sizes o f type. The findings o f this study
may be of interest to the printer in his ef forts to meet the standards
o f excellence o ften required in the competitive world o f print.
One o f the most important in ferences that can be drawn from
this study is that a certain amount o f fluctuation or alteration is
permissible without excess loss o f ease-o f-reading.

It behooves the

�rinter to know the l imitations o f alter�tions, however, and studies
such as this are o ften the only guiding tools at his disposal.
Number o f fixations between forms A and D had the highest
signi ficance level.
read form D.

A greater number o f f ixations was required to

This indicates that subjects needed to take more care

in reading form

o.

The next greatest. dif ference was between forms

B and D. Form B, which was 95 per cent of control· form A, did not
require a signi ficantly greater �umber o f f ixations than form A.
This woul d seem to indicate that the find ings between forms B and D
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are in keeping with the hypothesis that shrinkage in the process of
prismatically reducing the typeface creates a difficulty in subsequent
reading.

A significance at the .05 level between forms A and C

would seem to point to the above deduction.
The lowest F-score was obtained with forms Band C with no
significant differences.

This would indicate that there may be a

point between Band C that very little effect upon reading would be
experienced should either reduction factor be chosen.

A significant

difference between forms C and D at the .001 level seems to indicate
that any further reduction would place it in a more difficult ease
of-reading category.
Absent the data findings of fixations, any conclusions drawn
from data findings of regressions only would be in support of the null
hypothesis, that no difference in ease-of-reading is due to prismatic
alteration of the reading material.

However, the fixation findings

and data collected for regressions would seem to indicate that
subjects did not have undue problems distinguishing reading cues and
following their normal reading patterns.

This assumption, then,

would seem to support a further assumption that one factor, the re
duction in alphabet length, contributed to the differences in eye
stops among groups.
The "one-factor" hypothesis finds support in the closeness of
means among_groups for duration of fixations and for span of
recognition.
It may be concluded for this study that_ reductions of type
by a camera, particularly one with a prism attachment, shoul� not
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exceed 90. 47 per cent of an original form in the 9-point type sizes
of normal faces used.

If there are other ease-of-reading reducing

fact ors present, such as shortening o f length of line or reduction
of x-height, caution should be employed.
Another very important implication the data produced in this
study points out is "criterion�"

The number of eye-stops necessary

t o read each line, it w ould seem, is directly related to the efficiency
with which the material is read.

It would also seem to be logical to

say that when fixations increase the eye must move faster to maintain
a c onstant reading speed or loss of reading speed will occur.

The

slight increases of speed noted in Table 14 are not in keeping with
the findings concerning fixations.

Barring the fluctuations due t o

sampling, it would indicate the corneal reflections used in eye
m ovement photography are a m ore valid means of measuring efficiency
of reading which seems t o be another way of saying ease-of-reading.
The results of the study indicate that:

(1)

It is permissible

to reduce a typeface in a 9-point size to 95 per cent with a prism
attachment without significantly altering reading patterns of
readers; (2) subsequent reductions to 90. 47 and 86.83 per cent will
constitute a highly significant increase in the number of fixations
required to read the reduced material; (3) that corneal reflection
photography is a more sensitive measure of "efficiency" of reading.
Recommendations for Further Study
The author strongly recommends a comparative study of speed
of-reading and eye-movement be done with random samples to determine

the validity of statement 3 above.
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It would be most interes ting to de termine ef fects o f longer
lines and greater pri smatic reduct i ons upon eye-movements t o
furh ter valid ate any generaliza ti ons this study seems to sugge st.
Als o, a c ompari s on o f san s seri f and R oman type face s c ommonly used
might make a u se ful study.
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APPENDIX A
Reading F orms
The American pioneer's life depended on his gun.
Before the· 1 840's, men relied on single shot rifles, and
slow loading cost many lives during Indian raids. Sam
uel Colt was fascinated with guns in his youth. While
working on qoard ship, Colt whittled a model of a
"revolver" which could shoot five times without re
loading. It is said that the ship's wheel was the inspira:1 tion for the revolving shell chamber. His first factory
made many five-shooters but it failed due to poor manu
facturing methods. At the start of the war with Mexico,
the U. S. Army ordered one thousand revolvers. It was
then that the six-shooter was manufactured. The six
shooter was called "the gun that won the west."

F orm A (C ontrol)
For centuries, all clothes were made by hand. Elias Howe,
observing his wife sew clothes for their children, started think
ing. By 1 845, he had designed a machine for sewing and
succeeded in patenting it. The idea that made Howe's sewing
: machine · {1ractical was carrying the thread in the point of
the needle instead of the head. Americans showed no interest
in Howe'� ma�hine, so he departed for England. There it
· . proved its value in a corset factory. When he came home,
he discovered copies of his machine b�ing manufactured and
sold. Since Howe had the patents, he sued the. manufacturers
and was able to win every case. As a result he became a mil
lionaire.

Form C (90 . 47 Per cen t)

Eskimos use a one-man f?oat the kayak. Kayaks are made
of animal skin stretched over a frame of bone. This makes
them very light and easily portable. The skin covers the
kayak competely except for a small hole for the paddler.
The paddler buttons a flap tightly around his waist to make
the kayak watertight. He can flip the boat over and quickly
surface again. Many times the paddler will turn the boat
over on purpose, because the bottom can better stand the
shock of heavy waves. When an Eskimo boy is twelve years
old; his father trains hiIIi in the secrets of balancing this
tricky craft. The hardest job is getting in and out.

Form B (95 Per cent)
The people of Hawaii enjoy all water sports. One of the most
exciting is riding a surfboard over the rolling waves. A surf
board is made of wood that can be highly polished to glide
easily through the water. Surfboards look like solid pieces of
wood that are usually hollow inside, and light and easy to carry.
The boards range between six and twelve feet long. The length
is chosen according to the rider's weight and the type of surf
to be ridden. The men who teach visitors this sport are called
"surfers." With nothing to hold on to, it is · difficult to raise
yourself to a standing positon. Skilled surfboard riders can go
thirty miles an hour.

Form D (86. 83 Per cent }

t\.)
...J
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APPENDIX B
Stock Used
65 lb. White Cover Stock
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APPENDI X C
Sample of Analys is of Var iance
Step 1.
Correcti on
(10 2 60)2
'
=
4
16

64 1,875.6 �

Step 2.

SS t = 673,20 6 -

6 41,875. 6 1

Step 3.

ssms

Step

3 1,330. 39 - 3,6 42.59 = 27, 6 87. 80

C =

4.

= 26 • 466 • 246 =
41

df

= 31,330.39

6 45,5 18. 20

-

6 41,875. 6 1

= 3,6 4 2. 59

ss

3

3,642.59

1, 2 14. 20

Within Gr oups

1 60

27,6 87.80

173.05

T otal

1 63

3 1,330.39

Among

Means

F = 7.0 1

